LCOY TOOLKIT
How to use this toolkit?
- It is meant to give support, these are not guidelines!
- written by LCOY organisers for LCOY organisers. Information might also be
useful for other young people who want to organise similar events
- we tried to get input from different places to account for the different contexts
in which LCOYs are organised. However, when using this toolkit keep in mind
that the information is not universally applicable but was written by specific
people who gained experience in very specific circumstances. You need to
find out for yourself if and how the information applies to you.
- We will continuously work on this toolkit and new people are welcome to join
this process.
- This toolkit includes:
- general tips
- examples/ best-practices from past LCOYs
- resources and document templates
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LCOY in general: fundamental aspects
Local Conferences of Youth (LCOY) are events by YOUNGO, the official children
and youth constituency of the United Nations Framework Convention of Climate
Change (UNFCCC). Through an application process led by the LCOy Working
Group, selected LCOY organisers bring the annual climate negotiations, generally
through the Conferences of Parties (COP), to their home or Residence countries and
advocate for more concrete climate action.
LCOYs offer a safe and strong environment in which youth can influence decisions
made by decision makers in their home or residence countries through concrete
support from YOUNGO and other potential partners. TOYs also create strong
networks of young people commited to make a change and enable these networks
created to rzach more youth in the country in question. Hence, LCOYs play a
fundamental role in guaranteeing the representativeness of youth, especially those
from underprivileged backgrounds such as indegenous people, to participate
effectively at the climate negotiations.
At LCOYs, young people connect to each other, teach, learn, and organise
themselves to make their voices heard to our state leaders. LCOYs form a network
in which youth can connect across borders and explore ways to collaborate on a
regional and global level.
What is YOUNGO?
Formally recognized in 2009, YOUNGO serves as the official youth constituency
within the United Nations Framework convention on CLimate Change. It plays a
fundamental role in strengthening the representativeness of young people from
across the globe in all United Nations climate change and sustainable
development focused processes. Its structure is flat and is open to all young
people under the age of 35 from all the countries of the world. Since the very

beginning, YOUNGO has organized and hosted the annual Conference of Youth;
a meeting that provides a crucial space for youth to gather for networking, topical
training, and preparation to effectively engage in the Conference of Parties (COP),
the annual United Nations climate negotiations.
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/youngo.climate/
Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/youngo.climate
Facebook Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/175380385816743
Twitter Account: https://twitter.com/IYCM
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/youngounfccc/
Email: YOUNGO.Unfccc@gmail.com
What is UNFCCC?
UNFCCC stands for United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. The
UNFCCC secretariat (UN Climate Change) is the United Nations entity tasked with
supporting the global response to the threat of climate change. The Convention has
near universal membership (197 Parties) and is the parent treaty of the 2015 Paris
Agreement. The main aim of the Paris Agreement is to keep the global average
temperature rise this century as close as possible to 1.5 degrees Celsius above
pre-industrial levels. The UNFCCC is also the parent treaty of the 1997 Kyoto
Protocol. The ultimate objective of all three agreements under the UNFCCC is to
stabilize greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that will
prevent dangerous human interference with the climate system, in a time frame
which allows ecosystems to adapt naturally and enables sustainable development.
What are LCOYs?
LCOY is a conference organised by the youth for the youth and it focuses on
empowering youth action around climate change - on the communities, national and
regional levels - in the international context of the UNFCCC negotiations.
For more information, please visit: YOUNGO Local Conference Of Youth (COY)
Policy [Adopted by 28th Feb, 2019]
LCOY principles
While LCOYs are shaped and formed by the local teams that organise them they
all share some common features. After many conversations with and among past
LCOY teams, the following ten principles of LCOYs could be distilled. They define
what LCOYs are while leaving enough room to local teams to adapt to their local
circumstances.

1) Capacity building and empowerment
Local Conferences of Youth are events by and embedded in YOUNGO. They build
capacities of young people, train,educate and enable them to take action on
climate change and sustainable development.
2) Inclusivity
Engagement in the organising process of, and participation at the Local COYs
follows the principle of inclusivity. YOUNGO welcomes and values the contributions
that individuals who identify as members of marginalized communities bring to the
climate movement, and encourages Indigenous people, people of colour, women,
people identifying as LGBTQI+, members of ethnic minorities, immigrants and
people with disabilities to be involved and represented throughout the LCOY
processes. People with all levels of education and experience are welcome. We
recognize
that this list is neither exhaustive nor representative of the
intersectionality present within each individual.
3) Preparation for the United Nations processes
LCOYs provide space for young people to learn about, educate, train for, and
contribute to UN climate processes, including the UN climate change negotiations
and related sustainable development processes.
4) By youth for youth
The organising process must be led by young people and youth-led
entities. Youth are the primary participants of LCOYs.
5) Spirit of cooperation
LCOYs are part of and nurture a community of young people who want to work
together to fight climate change and promote mutual empowerment. To do so,
LCOYs actively cooperate with --1.
young people and youth organisations within the same country or
region,
2.
other LCOYs, especially those in the same region,
3.
the YOUNGO LCOY Working Group,
4.
the Global COY and other relevant processes and avenues within

YOUNGO.
6) Transparency
LCOY organizing teams communicate actively with the LCOY Working Group
and other actors. This will help us as an international movement and
constituency of young people to learn from the experiences and mistakes
made on the local level.
7) Sustainability
LCOY teams strive to make their conferences as sustainable as possible, noting
the regional and national circumstances, and capacities. >> Example LCOY
Mauritius 2018. Vegan food, no plastic.
8) Community-building
LCOY organizers engage in and strengthen already-existing networks of young
people and youth Entities in the country and region the LCOY takes place in. In
absence of such avenues, LCOYs are encouraged to lay the foundation for new
networks.
9) Global action
LCOY teams are encouraged to undertake activities or projects with other LCOYs
promoting regional and global collaboration.
10) Creativity
LCOY teams are encouraged to experiment with creative ideas that would form the
basis of their learning. The best practices and lessons learned are shared with the
broader YOUNGO community to help other youth for future projects.
LCOY Requirements
In addition to the LCOY Principles, there are six requirements that every LCOY has
to fulfil in order to be approved. Breaching these requirements might lead the LCOY
working group to publicly remove endorsement from the respective organising team.
The LCOY Working Group and YOUNGO might also take additional measures if
necessary.
1. LCOYs do not enter partnerships with fossil fuel companies or other organisations
that stand in conflict with the interest of young people.
2. LCOYs are organised by young people and for young people.
3. LCOYs provide at least basic information to be published on this website.
4. LCOYs communicate with the LCOY Working Group regularly as requested by
LCOY WG.

5. LCOYs write and publish an output document (Declaration) that captures the
views of youth participants on UNFCCC processes, national policy issues, or other
topics related to climate change and/or sustainable development that will contribute
to the Global COY.
6. LCOYs write, publish and send to the LCOY WG a short report that comprises the
number of participants, statistics of their origin, cooperating organisations and more
information that the LCOY WG might request.
What is the LCOY working group?
The processes behind LCOYs are coordinated by the YOUNGO LCOY Working
Group. In this group, young people from all around the world communicate with each
other to give support to LCOY organisers, to build this website, to review
applications, and to further develop the concept of LCOYs.
For more information, please visit: The LCOY Working Group: Everything you need
to know
LCOY Pilars
Objective
●
Capacity Building
LCOY is a space to empower young people living within the Scope of their
conference (national, regional, sub-regional) to take action on climate change and
sustainability. This can happen, among other ways, through:
i. sharing knowledge and experiences regarding further youth-relevant topics (e.g.,
social justice issues, Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)) which intersect with
climate change;
ii. capacity building and raising awareness on climate change, its causes and
impacts and ways to advocate for related interests of young people among
national/regional youth;
●
Network Building
The very nature of LCOYs also provide a brilliant space for young people coming
together from different parts of the region/country to build new movements and
networks for enhanced global & local climate action, also providing space for various
artwork and movement building. LCOYs are also good at connecting youth
(organisations) nationally and regionally and developing and strengthening existing
climate and sustainability related projects, campaigns and action plans.
●

Policy Building

LCOY policy training sessions aim to prepare young people of the region/country in
order to advocate in different decision making spaces at regional/national or COP
level at Global COY. From the different themes of the LCOY, the participants are
inducted in order to develop their own common policy positions (lobby points) and

develop strategies to best advocate for the interests of youth in those policy areas.
Sharing knowledge lays the foundation for an expedient participation in political and
social processes. During LCOYs, many workshops and discussions focus on youth
empowerment and on providing necessary scientific and political knowledge.

Programme
●
Themes
Some of the 2020 themes were but not limited too:
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●
Public
The main audience for LCOYs are young people. Therefore, you must think about
your target audience, their needs and requirements to make the space as inclusive
as possible. Think about access to connectivity, the language you use, if the diversity
of youth is reflected in your audience and also in the best way to get the message to
your audience. Remember: Children and adolescents are welcome to LCOYs too!
In order to understand your public better we recommend starting with an Empathy
Map or your public:
1) What do LCOY attendees SAY, THINK, DO and FEEL before the LCOY?

2) What do LCOY attendees SAY, THINK, DO and FEEL after the LCOY?

TOOLS: For this exercise you can use post-its with your team or you can use
Jamboard or Miro.
Once you finish with both maps you will then do the exercise: What do we need to
do, in order to go from MAP 1 to MAP 2 and make a list.
You can find more information about Empathy Map methodology here: UXBOOTH /
IBM BUT every time you read “users” you need to think about “LCOY attendees”.
●
Length
This is a common question. As you may know, there is no minimum number of days
or hours for an LCOY. However, we recommend 2-3 days but of course it depends
on your agenda and resources. How are you going to determine the number of
days? First you need to define the list of Activities your LCOY will have in order to
achieve its goals and objectives. Remember the list of the previous step “Public”?
Well, take it now!
1) Start assigning time durations to the sessions you have identified.
Activity

Duration (minutes)

Activity 1

30

Activity 2

20

Activity 3

20

Activity 4

20

2) Start assigning rooms or spaces: “ROOM”. “AUDITORIUM”, etc.
Activity

Duration (minutes)

Space

Activity 1

30

Auditorium

Activity 2

20

Room

Activity 3

20

Room

Activity 4

20

Room

3) Identify which sessions are common for all your attendees and which ones will
be done in parallel so they can choose what to learn.
Activity

Duration (minutes)

Space

Activity 1

30

Auditorium

Activity 2

20

Room 1 (in parallel)

Activity 3

20

Room 2 (in parallel)

Activity 4

20

Room 3 (in parallel)

4) Take into account that in physical events with multiple spaces, you need to
assign some time to move from one activity to the next. Depending on how
many people are attending and how far is one room from another you may
assign from 10 minutes to 30 minutes for walking between activities.

5) If you are doing an online event, take into consideration that people will need
some breaks between sessions to gather some water, snacks or just relax
from the computer. Add this “break time” to your activities.
6) Finally sum all the duration of the different activities and then, divide it in the
number of hours you have in your location. You will then see how many days
your LCOY will need PRELIMINARY.

With this first approximation, you can then check the logistics: How many hours do
you have at LCOY venue? From which hour to which hour is best to use this time? If
you have so many minutes in one day you might then split the activities in 2 days or
prioritize the main activities your LCOY will have depending on your capacity.

●
Activities
There is a diversity of activities you can host during LCOY. Be bold! Be Creative! You
can go from the classic 1-2 hours workshop to Climate Negotiation Simulation,
Climate Theaters, Films, Exhibitions, Storytelling Booths, Field trips, Solidarity
Actions, Expositions, Presentations, Dialogues, Debates, Art Spaces and more!
Engage your audience!
In case of virtual events you can use Mentimeter to ask questions to your audience,
use Kahoot for ice breakers and Jamboard or Miro to co-create together. Also Zoom
accounts have features to interact with your audience.
Finance
●
Budgeting
How much money does an LCOY need to do their activities? Well, it depends
especially on the number of participants, the number of days of the LCOY and the

services your organization is going to provide the attendees. As you may know,
LCOYs happen all over the world so the amount of money may vary from one
region/country to another. We have had LCOYs that started with a small budget of
$100 and others that had local government funds for $10,000.
So how should I start budgeting? As you right now have the list of activities, days of
your LCOY and the number of rooms you will need. Then you can start making the
list of the things each activity and room will need by day. You then start questioning:
Do we have this from our university/local government/organization or we need to buy
this? Then start thinking about costs for the things that are necessary to buy.
Here you have some examples of budgeting:
Face-to-face LCOY Budget Example
Matter of expense

Specification

Calculated
cost ($)

Advertisement

Creation of adverts, design
Social media advertise

Food

Small snacks
Coffee breaks
Lunch
Dinner

Giveaways

Bags,
program,
participants

Health and Safety

First Aid Kits, Paramedics

pens

for

Material and Conference Printing articles
equipment
Material for action
Program

Material for sessions
Presents for speakers
Translators

Rent
for
technical Beamer, flip charts, live-stream
equipment/WiFi
gear, Walkie Talkies for volunteers,
WiFi
Venue

Rooms
Electricity/water
Cleaning service
Event insurance

Volunteer capacities

Food, drinks during event
Preparation
weekend

(Capacity-building,
preparation LCOY)
T-Shirt
Unexpected costs

visit

venue,

About 15% of entire budget

TOTAL
In case you have sponsoring people from rural areas travel to your venue, then that
cost will also be considered in your budget as another category: “Attendees
Sponsorship”.
Virtual LCOY Budget Example
Matter of expense

Specification

Advertisement

Creation of adverts, design
Social media advertise
Video editor

Giveaways

Bags, program for participants

Program

Material for sessions
Presents for speakers
Translators

Rent
for
technical Live-stream studio
equipment/Internet
Internet access
Certificates
Internal Zoom account
Typeform or Registration platform
Virtual venue

Zoom account
Teams account
Virtual Platform or Studio to record
sessions in advance

Volunteer capacities

Cover internet expenses for the
organizing team & airtime if
possible
Transportation

Unexpected costs

About 15% of entire budget

TOTAL

Calculated cost
($)

In case you have sponsoring people from rural areas that do not have internet
access, then that cost will also be considered in your budget as another category:
“Attendees Sponsorship”.
Important: Most LCOYs are volunteer run events, but Remember to give them the
best volunteering experience! Help them with the transportation, with the internet
access and don’t forget to give them a certificate for the hours they have
volunteered.
●
Fundraising
This might be the most important and difficult part of all the LCOY. We know that
most LCOY receive help from non profit organizations, universities and UN programs
for hosting the event, so, there is a variety of stakeholders you reach to make your
LCOY a big success!
As you already have your budget and know which things you will have to buy or pay
for, the next step for you is to make your Five-pager.
What is a Five-pager? A Five-pager is a document (a Concept Note) that has 5
pages of course, but contains the proposal of the event in order to convince your
funders to help you make this possible. It has:
●
●
●
●
●

Background And Justification of the Project (A brief Introduction to LCOY)
Objectives (Objectives and Format of the LCOY)
Programme & Expected Project Results
Project Implementation and Management (Status of Planning Process)
Key Challenges and Support Required
○ Project Budget
● Contact Information
The goal is to keep this document short, straight to the point and convincing for your
funders. You can make this a presentation for pitching to your funders or send the
formal proposal to your congress representative in a PDF. This structure is the first
step. The next step is to use this Five-pager to communicate your ideas the best as
possible with the tools you have to the key people who will help us make the LCOY.
●
Crowdfunding
What is crowdfunding? Crowdfunding is an alternative way of raising money for great
ideas from the people around you. This is how it works:
1) LCOY Teams post the Fundraising target on the Crowdfunding platform.
2) LCOY Teams do a Marketing campaign to get funders through the platform.
3) Funders (friends, family, classmates, people you advocate for your cause, etc)
contribute.

4) Once your Fundraising reaches the goal or the time you first set, you will
receive the funds raised. IMPORTANT: You need to research if the platform
you will use has a fee for using the platform which will be deducted from your
fundraising.

Also these guides will help you with the Crowdfunding Planning, Crowdfunding
Creation and Crowdfunding Running of your project.
While the most used crowdfunding pages may vary from region/country to another,
we share with you these alternatives: Crowfunder, Causes, Gofundme, etc.

Promotion
●
Website
If you are online, you are alive! Website is one key way to engage with your
audience, future attendees, founders and speakers. You can post there the
programme, a seccion about what is an LCOY and your social media. We know that
having a website also requires maintenance and some budget, that is why our LCOY
Working Group has a space for you in the International LCOY Website.
Best practices of LCOY websites: LCOY Germany, LCOY Malaysia, LCOY Austria,
●
Social Media
It's the easiest way to communicate with your audience. However, you need to set
your Social Media Strategy for each of your channels. If you have a small team, then

use your time wisely. Do not open ALL the channels because you want visibility.
Quality over quantity. If you need support and training for this, we recommend you:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Climate Tracker Toolkits
Social Media Marketing Free Course
The Essential Guide to Facebook Ads | Facebook Blueprint
The Quickstart Guide to YouTube | YouTube Creators
Google Analytics Courses | Google
Get Insights With YouTube Analytics | YouTube Creators
CCAN Social Media Training for Climate Activists
Here’s How to Use Social Media to Combat Climate Change | Gia Chinchilla |
TEDxPlaceMuseuxSalon
● Talking climate change via social media: communication, engagement and
behaviour
● Media Training Workshop - Digital Tools for Storytelling Presentation
You can also find more courses at Coursera, Future Learn, Udacity, Udemy, etc.
●
Networking
Mobilizing youth is not easy, then, gather together with other networks! Look for
more organizations that are in your country/region to reach more youth and work
together in order to have diversity in the organisation, programme and audience of
your LCOY. You can also ask YOUNGO members of your country/region to join in
order to make your COY as successful as possible.
●
Media
Make your voice heard! Media (newspapers, TV shows, websites, magazines, etc)
are a powerful tool to reach your target audience and also to share the outcomes of
your LCOY. Don’t be afraid to reach them out, but be prepared to give the
information and answer questions. While some media will be open to share your
story, some might be… critics of your work. Search for allies, contacts and develop
your press release to reach the key stakeholders.
Useful resources: Media Training Workshop - Getting Climate Change on the Front
Page Presentation, Climate News Network, etc.
Team coordination
●
Structure & roles
In order to organize your LCOY, you need to gather your Dream Team.Think first,
which talents will you need to complement the work for the best COY possible.
Define your own LCOY Culture, principles and values. Build them together and walk
the talk. Meanwhile, you will need to assign your team some key responsibilities:
1. Core Team

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Social Media & Marketing
Public Relations and Fundraising
Finance & Logistics
Volunteer Coordination
Programme & Attendee experience
Sustainability & Inclusion

This is a basic structure and of course, you can use it as a reference but adapt it for
your own necessities.
●
Inclusivity and Transparency
Embrace your diversity! Make your LCOY as inclusive as possible within your team
and your attendees. Ask yourself, does my team represent the diversity of youth of
my region/country? Are we engaging with indegenous people, most vulnerable
communities, rural youth, coastal communities, youth from different cities of your
region/country? Engage with organisations and local representatives to ensure that
diversity is reflected in your LCOY.
Regarding Transparency, this is a key value for your team building. Practice regular
Stock Taking calls in order to share the updates with all the team and also share the
key decisions that need to be made by all the LCOY such as sponsors, funding (in
order to avoid conflict of interests), etc. Make documentation accessible for your
team and take notes of your meetings so others can catch up later, especially with
the action points and decision making processes.
Sustainability
●
Food & plastic
If you are hosting an onground LCOY and you are going to use some materials or
buy some assets, please take into account that your event must keep the coherence
of the climate movement. Take as first option the most sustainable and friendly
alternatives (if available in your zone) for your LCOY. For example, you can buy
apples and some fruit for coffee breaks, ask your participants to bring their bottles for
water and use zero plastic waste for sessions. You can reach Food at COP for more
ideas and guidance. For example, this is the concept note on how COP should have
plant-based food. You can also opt to be a zero emission event, for that, you will
need to measure your footprint and assign a budget in order to neutralize your
impact.
●
Travelling
Travelling contributes to your carbon footprint especially if you go by airplane, train,
bus or car that do not use clean energy. Our best advice is to travel if needed. There
are loads of alternatives to travel: Zoom calls, webinars, record video, record audio,
phone calls, etc. However, if you are bringing people from different parts of your
country/region in order to have their voices heard at the LCOY, take the most

sustainable approach for their means of transport. You can also compensate for the
carbon footprint later, but of course, it is always better to avoid emissions if they are
not necessary. There are always other sustainable mains of travel such as bicycles.
●
Inclusion
As your attendees will represent a variety of youth representatives, you need to
make the space as inclusive as possible. Do you have translators for all the
languages your audience speak? Or is there easy access for people with
disabilities? Do you have a space for attendees that might bring their children to the
LCOY or a lactarian? You can do a journey map of your attendees in order to
guarantee that everyone will have a safe, open space to interact and raise
awareness about climate change.
In order to explore more about the journey map tool, you must replace the word
“customer” to “attendee”. You can find more resources: Using Customer Journey
Maps to Improve Customer Experience, Designing a Journey Map? Consider These
Tips, Templates, etc.
LCOY outputs: COY & UNFCCC inputs
●
Final outputs
Your final output can be a Declaration of the youth of your country/region demanding
your decision makers to take action on this year COP, a policy paper of what topics
your national youth representatives will lobby at COP or your own adaptation that
contents all the points the LCOY Working Group asks you as LCOY organizer for
your final report. Remember, this will contribute to Global COY and the official
YOUNGO position at COP this year.
You can find some great outcome models on this Drive:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1IoQW1j4uvcDSMBMCdrfGq6XDvFJIdDL4

Best Practices, Do’s and Don'ts
You can find some great stories on this Drive:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1IjsnwI17-B0UIsL1L54pAWBv1ROYShMU

